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Introduction

•  Global box office runs at about $32 billion annually.

•  An epochal transition in film distribution marketing occurred in the 1970s, when major studios 
began hiring film marketing executives from consumer-goods companies for their expertise in 
TV advertising and audience research. Incumbent Hollywood film marketing executives were 
oriented to newspaper advertising and had little knowledge of sophisticated consumer research.

•  Independent film distributors pioneered the use of heavy TV advertising in the 1960s with 
campaigns saturating one metropolitan area at a time. Over time, the whole United States was 
covered. This was a time when the major studios relied on newspapers and magazines, and 
opened films nationally. Today, the major studios rely heavily on national TV advertising, while 
independents, because of smaller marketing budgets, use TV commercials sparingly.

•  When adding up the cost of domestic marketing (United States/Canada) and overseas market-
ing, major studios typically spend more per film to market than to produce the films. This cost is 
overlooked because, by ignoring the overseas marketing expense, most analyses understate the 
real expenditure. Thus the whole cost of a film is compared with only the U.S./Canada marketing 
spend.
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1. Creative Strategy

•  Marketing messages aren’t necessarily completely representative of the movie. Sometimes 
distributors emphasize or de-emphasize characters and story points, depending on what they 
think will interest a movie’s core audience. In other cases, the studio misjudges audience tastes in 
approving production of a film and it’s up to the marketing department to fashion a marketing 
campaign that will sell the film to a broad audience.

•  Marketing messages are aimed at somewhat narrowly defined audiences, because the audience 
segment with an affinity to a movie is most likely to show up at cinemas on the opening week-
end. Marketing messages that are very broad risk influencing no one.

•  The key copy line (such as Alien’s “In space, nobody can hear you scream”) should present a 
theme that is reinforced with a complementary look, feel, and tone in advertising content that 
plants the movie “brand” in the consumer’s mind. Creative messages that are not cohesive will 
tend to confuse moviegoers and blur the movie’s appeal. Movie marketers often favor creative 
messages that are derivative of earlier successful films in the same category, which strike a warm 
cord with moviegoers.

•  Great movie advertising communicates a plot—since moviegoers crave stories—and shows 
there’s an arc to the story.

•  Most films are “new product” releases, even if they have familiar actors in lead roles or famous 
behind-the-camera creative persons. Actors and directors may have an audience following, but 
moviegoers are more attracted to compelling stories. If a film is a sequel or a re-release, then it’s 
not a new product, since its brand has already been planted in the consumer marketplace.

•  For movies voluntarily submitted to audience classification, which is the case in the majority 
of national releases, their marketing materials are also subject to review to make sure they are 
compatible with the movie’s audience-age rating. If a film is not yet rated, then ad materials can 
present nothing more explicit than PG (parental guidance)–level material. Most media outlets 
also enforce their own rules that prohibit certain extreme marketing messages. All these repre-
sent industry “self-regulation.”

•  Movie advertising has its own awards organizations, including the Golden Trailer Awards and 
Key Art awards, which nominate and pick winners in numerous categories.

•  Multiple outside creative boutiques—specialist advertising agencies—usually create multiple 
trailers and TV commercials for the same film. All are audience tested, and only a few actually 
are used.

•  Typically $1–$3 million is spent on conceiving and producing advertising materials for a top 
major studio release.

•  Labor union contracts for actors, writers, and directors specify presentation of talent names in 
marketing materials, which explains consistent listing of talent in advertising. Only film distrib-
utors that are signatories to union contracts must comply; all the major studios are union shops 
for film talent.

•  Movie stars often negotiate additional rules for presenting their names in advertising as part of 
their acting contracts. The more powerful the actor, the more prominent the name usage in mar-
keting materials.

•  Broadly speaking, there are three waves of trailers: Teasers come out months or even a year in 
advance, often before a film has finished production, so footage from the film may not be avail-
able. Then there are trailer #1, typically a few months before the film premieres, and finally trailer 
#2, weeks before debut. Teasers present a soft sell, and the last trailers employ a hard sell.
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•  In recent years, music has been an area of emphasis in that unique tunes or musical effects are 
used in trailers, TV commercials, and radio ads so consumers will associate the distinctive 
sounds with a movie. Music in the movie is among the last elements created, so often the first 
wave of trailers is forced to employ third-party music that will not be in the movie itself.

•  The major studio trade group Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) operates the Title 
Registry Bureau, which is a clearinghouse for protecting names of movies. Participation is vol-
untary and includes independent film companies. All participants agree to binding arbitration to 
resolve disputes.

•  In the early days of movies, distributors provided generic ads for films to local theaters, which 
inserted theatrical-specific information and then placed the ads locally.

•  By the 1970s, film distributors increasingly became responsible for placing ads, either within a 
region or nationally.

•  From the 1950s to the 1970s, a lively segment of independent distributors churned out low-budget 
action, adventure, and horror films that thrilled and titillated the youth audience. The marketing 
is memorable for being cheesy, with elements such as a trailer narrator voiceover warning, “It’s 
an orgy of terror.”

Discussion Topics

+  Which do film marketers prefer: advertising that delivers multiple substantially different mes-
sages for the same movie or advertising for a movie that is tightly focused?

+  Discuss why most films are “new products” even if elements such as stars have a brand-like image.
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2. Market Research

•  The purpose of audience research is to get objective opinions about a movie from outside the 
small clique of industry executives directly involved in it. Research results are another opinion 
about a movie’s strengths and weaknesses with audiences, and should not alone dictate market-
ing decisions.

•  There are eight main types of movie research involving audience reactions: script assessment, 
concept testing, title testing, position studies, test screenings (also called preview screenings), 
testing of advertising materials, tracking surveys, and exit surveys.

•  There are two methodologies: qualitative polling involves no more than a dozen respondents, 
and quantitative involves larger groups to obtain results that are projectable to a larger popula-
tion. Qualitative results are not projectable (because the sample is so small) but are useful in 
drilling down on topics.

•  Results are usually divided into four quads, for quadrants. Males under age twenty-five, females 
under age twenty-five, males aged twenty-five years and older, and finally females aged twenty-
five years and older.

•  Most research is focused on “frequent” moviegoers, which is the 10–12 percent of the U.S. popu-
lation that goes to twelve or more movies per year and accounts for 50 percent of ticket sales. The 
frequent audience segment is the make-or-break factor for most films in their theatrical runs.

•  Major studios have a small cadre of audience research executives as full-time staff but outsource 
most of the legwork to audience research service companies that are experienced in movies.

•  Some Hollywood creative figures are dismissive of audience research, asserting it inevitably 
points to safe choices and away from groundbreaking creativity in movies. Other creative figures 
are more supportive, especially those who have seen research mostly proved correct over many 
movies and thus credit research findings with improving box-office results.

•  Because movies play in theaters for only about six weeks, there is just one chance to get the mar-
keting right. So research is helpful in illuminating the most effective path to consumers.

•  Research findings from a theatrical release are used to fashion marketing plans for other release 
windows for the same film such as video-on-demand and DVD.

•  Independent distributors that market films with modest budgets tend to use little audience 
research. It’s a cost they don’t want to bear, and they tend to rely more on publicity for films, for 
which research is not particularly useful in predicting.

•  Foreign-language imports also get little research evaluation. That’s because they have a limited 
release and distributors are already restricted to materials supplied by overseas producers.

•  Hollywood spends tens of millions of dollars a year on audience research for domestic theatrical 
releases. For a major studio release, the cost can range from $300,000 to $500,000 to test trailers, 
TV commercials, and posters.

•  In the Internet era, participants in test screenings can post reactions to unreleased films or in-
stantly reach friends with e-mails. Such “leakage” is a problem, since the film will likely undergo 
changes prior to general theatrical release, making such commentaries off-target. Moviegoers 
at test screenings are usually required to sign nondisclosure agreements, though that is at best a 
partial fix.
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•  A crucial wave of research is the tracking survey, with which audience recognition and atti-
tudes toward a film are measured six weeks before its theatrical release. Each week, the audience 
awareness of a film is compared with the tracking performance of similar films from the past, to 
predict opening box office.

•  Audience research goes back to the 1930s, when film studios in Hollywood’s golden era routinely 
mounted secret test screenings of films for guidance in fashioning a final cut. If test results were 
poor, studios ordered reshoots to create new scenes.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss the four-quadrants (quads) presentation of research that divides audiences into four age 
groups.

+  Discuss the importance of testing trailers and commercials, given that movies play in theaters 
just once for several weeks.
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3. Traditional Media Advertising

•  The top-tier major studio releases are supported by $30–$50 million in paid advertising in the 
domestic market—TV commercials, online ads, newspaper ads, radio commercials, et cetera. 
Distributors of independent films typically spend far less, often in the single-digit millions of 
dollars in media buys.

•  About three-quarters of the ad spending in a big advertising campaign is placed on TV. For lesser 
films with smaller marketing campaigns, the TV component is much smaller.

•  Film distributors, not movie theaters, pay for virtually all of the paid advertising supporting 
movies.

•  Theatrical movies are one of the biggest categories of advertisers, in the same league as cars, 
drugs, cell phones, and fast-food restaurants.

•  A big benefit of paid advertising is that film distributors can choose the exact time their messages 
are received by consumers (at or just prior to theatrical premiere), which is unlike reliance on 
publicity, in which the size and timing of news stories is out of their control.

•  Film distributors, including major movie studios, outsource to media-buying agencies the task 
of placing advertising. That’s because such outside advertising agency specialists have infrastruc-
ture to complete complex ad buys efficiently and can negotiate low rates because of the buying 
clout they amass by handling multiple advertiser clients.

•  The Federal Trade Commission, which periodically issues update reports on marketing violent 
products to children, grades the film industry’s compliance with voluntary standards for target-
ing children and teenagers with age-classified materials.

•  The industry self-regulation agency Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU) also monitors 
and reports on advertisers, including toy makers and restaurant chains, who market to inappro-
priate audiences.

•  Advertising is usually targeted at audiences defined by gender, age, and possibly other differen-
tiations. The word demographics describes such population segments.

•  Two benchmarks are basic to planning advertising: “reach,” for how wide an audience receives 
the message at least once; and “frequency,” a measure of how often on average each person in a 
specific target audience is exposed to an advertising message.

•  Another fundamental analysis tool is cost-per-thousand (CPM), that is the expense of reaching 
one thousand persons or households. CPMs are typically not compared across media, such as 
radio versus magazines.

•  TV commercial prices for Thursdays on high-rated channels are bid up by film distributors, 
which pile in to reach audiences the night before Friday film premieres.

•  In the 1970s, the modern ad spending template began to take shape as the major studios chan-
neled the majority of money to TV and reduced spending on newspapers. Prior to the 1970s, 
major studios emphasized newspapers because of their ability to cite specific theaters playing a 
movie.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss the attribute of paid advertising: it delivers a film-distributor-made message (and does 
not rely on unpredictable third parties such as journalists to craft messages).

+  Define reach, frequency, and CPM, which are key concepts.
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4. Marketing in Digital Media

•  New media elements such as banner ads on websites, erection of a movie’s official website, Twit-
ter messages from movie talent, search engine marketing, social marketing, mobile messaging, 
and e-mailing tend to run alongside film distributor efforts in traditional media. Few films have 
become box-office successes on the basis of their digital media campaigns.

•  Spending on digital media runs from 5 percent to 20 percent. The range depends on how web-
centric the target audience is. For example, marketing aimed at young children emphasizes 
traditional media, since young children are not online, although some digital marketing targets 
their parents.

•  As digital media ascended, film distributors’ spending in print newspapers declined or leveled. 
However, newspapers have online platforms, so they capture some of this shifted spending.

•  Online’s interactive capability makes it ideal for “directory” listing of theaters showing a given 
film and specific playtimes, which years ago was the sole province of newspapers.

•  A big difference between digital and traditional media marketing is that results are more predict-
able in traditional media, especially paid advertising. Digital media impact is less predictable, 
and moviegoers often seem fatigued by copycat marketing.

•  One advantage of digital media is that it collects a wealth of information on consumer activity, 
such as the clickthrough rate and the number who don’t watch a trailer to the end.

•  Digital is often the first wave of marketing, with content dribbled out to spur initial audience 
awareness.

•  A modest early digital marketing effort that excites a core fan base can get picked up by tradi-
tional media, which then creates a second and bigger wave. The initial dribble is usually six to ten 
months before premiere.

•  In what is called cross-platform marketing, traditional media such as in-theater ads and TV com-
mercials contain messages driving viewers to digital media like websites for more information.

•  A film’s official website is of limited value, because it has to build an audience from scratch. The 
bigger emphasis is on promotions with and getting editorial coverage by top movie-themed web-
sites that already have millions of users.

•  Journalism in cyberspace is more freewheeling than traditional media, because anybody can 
be a blogger and content creators are seeking to get attention. So they often court controversy 
intentionally. However, the biggest movie websites seek film advertising, so they tend not to be 
antagonistic.

•  Movie trailers are a century-old marketing tool and have become even more important as they 
dot cyberspace, as well as play in theaters.

•  Transmedia, a beehive of activity, is earning the respect of the Hollywood creative community, 
such as the producers’ guild that issues formal recognition. Transmedia is the systematic process 
of planting in other media original stories spun off from a main property. So movies that offer 
video games, toys, and books with new twists on a movie’s storyline are obvious vehicles. Retell-
ing the story in the source movie is not transmedia.

•  Anonymity online is both a curse and a blessing. Mysterious posts can rip a movie. On the other 
hand, publicists can seed cyberspace with anonymous hype, though the ethics of unattributed 
postings is questionable.
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•  The digital marketing era arrived in 1999 with The Blair Witch Project, whose disguised and mys-
terious official website convinced many that the story about vanished documentary makers was 
real. Interestingly, the tactic of creating a faux website to stoke interest hasn’t been repeated with 
much success, because moviegoers are wise to that gimmick.

Discussion Topics

+  Analyze why film play-date information—which is show times in theaters—is better presented 
online than in analog media such as newspapers.

+  Discuss how the online audience independently assembled by actors, directors, and others, such 
as Twitter, can be a help and in other ways be a hindrance to marketing efforts of their movies.
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5. Promotional Tie-Ins and Product Placement

•  To lay off advertising and marketing expenses on third parties, movie distributors contract with 
marketers of consumer goods and services to help promote movies. The consumer-goods outfits 
place movie content in their marketing, which not only gives them some Hollywood glitter but 
also promotes the movie.

•  Usually no cash changes hands, but the movie industry piggybacks on consumer-goods outfits 
spending millions or tens millions of dollars in marketing activity with messages for their mov-
ies. Besides marketing services, consumer-goods outfits can supply services such as the use of 
cars in a production.

•  Negotiations for promotions deal with how much the consumer-goods partner will spend on 
marketing that has movie messages—usually denominated in dollar expenditure. Consumer-
goods companies nail down agreements about specific movie content they can use.

•  Promotional partners are solicited a year in advance, often when there’s just a script and only 
casting in place. Popular categories of companies that partner with films are airlines, automo-
biles/motorcycles/scooters, consumer electronics, beverages, food, grocery stores, jewelry/watch-
es, liquor, retail store chains, and restaurant chains. Film distributors also partner with local 
media such as newspapers and radio stations.

•  The Federal Trade Commission, industry self-regulation outfit Children’s Advertising Review 
Unit, and various independent public interest groups watch and periodically comment on wheth-
er movie tie-ins are appropriate for kids. A frequent point of friction is whether PG-13–rated 
movies are really appropriate for kids, because the PG-13 classification seems to have permitted 
increasing violence and sexual content over the years.

•  Another source of conflict is when actors or other talent have their own personal promotional 
deals with consumer-goods companies, which can conflict with deals of a film in which they are 
involved.

•  Star talent usually balks at lending their name, likeness, or voice to movie tie-in promotion, un-
less they are given extra compensation.

•  Film festivals are a magnet for upscale brands who find fest attendees affluent. Sponsorships are 
usually issued in three levels, depending on how much the sponsor provides.

•  An unusual aspect of festivals is their “swag bag” of giveaway goodies offered in the celebrity 
suite. However, in 2006 the IRS cracked down on such goodie bags by tracking winners, who are 
supposed to declare the value of the swag on their tax filings. Items stuffed in swag bags include 
silk scarves, perfumes, and coupons for free or discounted health and beauty services.

•  Product placement is planned insertion of brands in movies, where the brands will be visible to 
audiences.

•  Hollywood has numerous product-placement brokers who are hired by consumer-goods compa-
nies to arrange placements. Deal terms vary from free to a fee to being part of a bigger promo-
tional package. Movie production executives routinely approach product-placement brokers for 
help in obtaining branded products such as vintage items for use in films with historical settings. 
Usually there’s no charge for the assistance.

•  Most brands appear in a movie by happenstance, not formal arrangement. The director or 
producer of the film believes that an actual product fosters realism. When a formal deal is in 
place, the exchange can be quantities of free product to the movie, products such as cars for use 
in the film, and money payment. Usually, money amounts are small, except in some competitive 
categories such as beer.
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•  Perhaps the most famous story-point product placements are Agent 007 in the James Bond spy 
films ordering a martini with vodka (supplanting gin), and the alien in the 1982 blockbuster 
E.T.—The Extraterrestrial munching on Reese’s Pieces candy. Various vodka brands have con-
tracted for product placement in the Bond films. The E.T. scene is credited with an immediate 65 
percent hike in Reese’s Pieces sales; rival brand Milk Duds declined the placement and missed a 
promotional bonanza because it was worried that the alien would be unappetizing.

•  The modern product-placement business took root in the 1970s, when both film companies and 
consumer-goods companies sought ongoing relationships. Hollywood’s embrace of realism in 
the 1960s helped push the trend of using familiar brands for authenticity. Before that time, most 
movies showed “generic” products with no brand association.

•  By the 1990s, a series of misfires made consumer-goods marketers more careful about promo-
tions, though product-placement activity remained on a steady track.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss compatibility and incompatibility between consumer-goods marketers and movies in all 
various film ratings (G, PG, PG-13, R). Consider the suitability of categories such as liquor, cars, 
financial services, and fast-food restaurants catering to children.

+  Discuss the opportunities for tie-ins by placing recognized branded products in scenes of a film.
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6. Licensed Merchandise

•  A lead time to arrange deals for licensed product is usually one year prior to theatrical release, 
because merchandise companies need to design, manufacture, and negotiate distribution to 
stores. Such deals often occur before principal photography starts.

•  Some licensing categories are “services” such as branded rides in theme parks or vacation tour 
packages, and thus are not tangible products such as branded key chains or coffee mugs.

•  A big-budget movie from a major studio aimed at the youth audience on average generates one 
hundred unique products handled by twenty licensee companies (a licensee company often 
handles more than one product category). Big, glossy mainstream films from studios aimed at 
the family audience can generate a thousand unique products.

•  Top major-studio films aimed at the family audience with appealing characters and premise can 
generate $5–$20 million in merchandise licensing fees to a studio (this windfall is shared, if the 
film is based on a third-party intellectual property such as a comic book). At the very top, some 
films, such as Disney’s Cars, book $100 million in merchandise royalties to their film distributors.

•  Movies appealing to the toy-crazed youth demographic are the most promising for generating 
big revenue from licensing products.

•  Merchandise sales do not always match the proportion of box office. For example, Avatar was a 
box-office sensation, but that success did not cross over to licensed products. As a drama with a 
PG-13 audience classification, the 2009 release of Avatar was not aimed at the youth demographic 
that drives movie licensing.

•  When a movie is based on a preexisting property (such as book, TV series, or toy), the film dis-
tributor negotiates to share licensed merchandise for a period of time connected with the movie 
release.

•  Depicting any specific actor in movie merchandise requires a granting of rights that is separate 
from the basic contract to act in a film, according to union contracts covering actors. Many actors 
refuse to allow their images to be used in mass-produced licensed products (though their im-
ages may be used in promotions for the film itself that do not involve mass merchandise). To get 
around resistive talent, licensed merchandise may use nonspecific faces on character products.

•  Hollywood studios operate in-house licensed merchandise executive teams that execute deals 
with third parties and develop master plans for each film. Only a few products stay in-house, 
such as some video games, after the studios stumbled years ago in trying to handle more mer-
chandising themselves.

•  Walt Disney made pioneering deals for licensed merchandise, starting by licensing Mickey Mouse 
for children’s writing tablets in 1929. In 1933 Disney licensed the first Mickey Mouse wristwatch.

•  Star Wars in 1977 and Superman in 1978 erupted as merchandise blockbusters, marking the start 
of the modern movie licensing era.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss the categories for licensed products in the youth and family genres.
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7. Publicity

•  Publicity is a very effective form of marketing, because reporting on or commenting on movies 
in news stories and the like—when those mentions are favorable—is considered highly cred-
ible by consumers. That’s because such remarks come from third parties. However, publicity is 
unpredictable.

•  Major studios and independent distributors have in-house staffs of publicists, which are often 
augmented by hiring outside PR agencies for specific assignments connected with a film. Outside 
agencies can handle geography (such as activities in New York) or segments such as digital or a 
specific ethnic group.

•  Photos and videos shot during production are particularly prized, because striking images can 
generate positive and impactful press coverage when released later. Photography occurs during 
production because the cast members are assembled, they are in costume, and backgrounds are 
appropriate.

•  Prerelease screenings for journalists start weeks—or months, if a film is ready in time—before 
the premiere. These showings are by invitation only. When a film isn’t finished, a distributor may 
opt to screen pieces of the film that have been assembled. The long-lead print monthly magazines 
get the first look, and later weeklies and electronic media follow.

•  Reviewers, journalists, and bloggers with special access to the screening of finished films or for 
conducting behind-the-scenes interviews usually are required to embargo the publication of 
their stories until specific dates. For reviewers, this means no media outlet gets a jump on others.

•  Upmarket films live and die on the basis of reviews from professional critics, who in general set 
the agenda for the cultural elite. Film reviews are far less important for action/adventure films, 
whose audience is broadly Middle America.

•  Professional film critics are an endangered species. When newspapers and magazines went into 
a depression-like funk because of competition from online media sources, many eliminated the 
post of in-house film critic. To fill the void, they used nationally syndicated reviews. A factor in 
the decision is that consumers post opinions online, resulting in diminished value of professional 
reviews, which ultimately are opinions also.

•  Junkets are centralized publicity events bringing together movie talent, movie publicists, and 
journalists. Sometimes, more than one film is publicized at a junket. Typically, a film will have 
one junket for U.S./Canadian journalists and another for foreign journalists covering Hollywood 
in the United States. Since junkets occur at one location at one time, they are highly efficient 
for movies. A drawback for journalists is that their access is nonexclusive, because they attend 
shoulder-to-shoulder with competing journalists.

•  Less elaborate press events are called “roundtables.” They are shorter and smaller in scale than 
junkets.

•  Top movie talent has their own personal publicists, who are included in movie marketing plans 
and can raise objections that must be resolved. Typically, the movie production will pay talent 
publicists for several months; five thousand dollars a month is a common fee.

•  Fertile ground for movie publicity is affinity groups, which can be fans of star talent or enthusi-
asts of genres or topics. The Comic-Con convention for comic book aficionados is embraced by 
Hollywood for horror, fantasy, and sci-fi films. Affinity groups relate to content of a film, such as 
church groups for a religious movie.
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•  During production, crews are hired to record events, which can be made into promotional 
Making of . . . documentaries running five to fifty minutes. These documentaries are also called 
featurettes. Sometimes, these behind-the-scenes productions can be made into TV documenta-
ries. In all cases, film distributors want them to go public immediately before theatrical release to 
boost audience interest in the movie.

•  For prestige and upmarket films, awards such as the Oscars are sought with organized market-
ing aimed at voters of specific awards. Awards marketing is an area where independent films can 
stand toe-to-toe with big-budget major studio films because serious indie fare is a big magnet for 
honors.

•  Awards marketing campaigns are sketched out as early as a year in advance, with the formal 
start in August or September to promote a film for the deluge of year-end awards. The campaigns 
shift into high gear in November, when most awards organizations are conducting balloting.

•  Campaigns for Oscars and other awards run from $200,000 to $5 million for advertising in trade 
news outlets that reaches voters, duplicating and mailing out DVDs to voters, originating events, 
placing movie talent in third-party industry events such as seminars, arranging for press inter-
views, sending direct mail to voters and press, and providing travel and housing for out-of-town 
movie talent. Specialized publicity agencies are hired to mount marketing awards campaigns; 
distributors typically have only limited marketing awards resources in house.

•  In the 1950s, movie publicity originated from a network of local field offices and publicity agents 
of film distributors who placed stories in local newspapers, which then were the primary news 
medium.

•  By the 1960s, journalists became more tough-minded as part of the skepticism from the anties-
tablishment ethos in the wake of the Vietnam War and were no longer eager conduits for studio 
hype. At the same time, behind-the-camera talent such as directors, cinematographers, and 
producers became celebrities, joining actors.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss why publicists insist that journalists agree to embargo release dates when they get special 
access.

+  Discuss the various tactics that awards marketers use to promote movies to award voters.
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8. Distribution to Theaters

•  Nationally distributed movies open simultaneously in the United States and Canada, which are 
referred to as the domestic market.

•  Box-office revenue is reported by Rentrak (which acquired Nielsen’s EDI service in February 
2010), BoxOfficeMojo, ERC–Exhibitor Relations, and several film websites, although admissions 
(head count or unit ticket sales) are not tracked carefully.

•  Holidays are peak periods for box office, because the movie-going youth audience is out of school 
and pursuing leisure. The summer movie season accounts for 33 percent of the calendar but 43 
percent of box office.

•  The majors dominated the peak summer period (May through August) with their glossy action/
adventure, family, and sci-fi extravaganzas. More serious fare—often from independent distribu-
tors—fill in gaps, which are few because studio films blanket theater screens.

•  Prestige films tend to pile up at theaters at the end of the year, because distributors want them to 
be fresh in the minds of voters for awards, such as the Oscars.

•  Films tend to premiere on Fridays, though occasionally a Wednesday is used. Premiere days can 
vary owing to holidays. Another ploy is to schedule “sneak previews” for one run to a regular 
paying audience a week in advance, in order to jump-start word of mouth—if, that is, a film is 
expected to generate favorable word of mouth.

•  Distribution companies are alert to a target audience being diverted when scheduling film pre-
mieres. For example, it’s advisable to sidestep the weekend when the Super Bowl is scheduled for 
a male-appeal movie. For a youth-skewing film, another known rival to sidestep would be the 
release of a popular video game. Some distractions can’t be predicted, such as bad weather.

•  The U.S. audience classification system—which rates film content for appropriate youth audienc-
es—is often misunderstood. Films have never been banned. The film classification system makes 
no attempt to censor films aimed at adults in any way, but its ratings do suggest appropriate ages 
for viewing by youth. The Classification and Ratings Administration (CARA) is an industry self-
regulation body affiliated with the major studio trade group MPAA.

•  CARA issues film classifications on a five-point scale: G—general audience/all ages admitted; 
PG—parental guidance suggested; PG-13—parents strongly cautioned/may be inappropriate for 
ages under thirteen; R—restricted/under age seventeen requires accompanying parent or guard-
ian; and NC-17—no one under age seventeen admitted.

•  MPAA members agree to have all their theatrical releases rated by CARA, while ratings are 
optional for films of indie distributors. However, because some media such as newspapers either 
limit placement of or simply won’t take ads for unrated films, most distributors of independent 
films voluntarily seek CARA classification ratings.

•  There are claims of “ratings creep,” that violence, sex, and profanity are increasingly being toler-
ated in PG-13 films. The CARA ratings standards have evolved over the years, following the lead 
of changes in society.

•  Filmmakers are given detailed responses on key scenes that raised a rating (for instance, from 
PG-13 to R), which allows filmmakers to rework and resubmit the film to achieve a desired rating. 
An appeal goes to a group different from the one who made the initial classification; a two-thirds 
vote is required by the appeals board to overturn a rating.
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•  Film trailers suitable only for screening with R-rated films are called “red band trailers,” because 
the background of the opening visual slide is red; the background color is green for all other 
trailers.

•  Theaters control how many and which trailers run before a feature, and those trailer slots are 
highly coveted. By industry agreements, distributors may attach one trailer to the front of a 
release print; other trailers preceding the same film are selected by the theater.

•  For nationally distributed films, major studio films tend to get 53–55 percent of box office, leaving 
45–47 percent for theaters. Independents get a lower percentage.

•  No single theater circuit offers national coverage, and theaters are competitive within most 
regions, so distributors tend to have the upper hand. Another disadvantage for theaters is that 
films increasingly have front-loaded theatrical runs—explosive openings and fast falloffs thereaf-
ter—so theater owners are always shopping for the next new release to replace their fast-decaying 
incumbents.

•  All of the major studios distribute their films directly to Canadian theaters. Independent films 
tend to be licensed to local Canadian distributors under a Canadian industrial policy, which 
exempts Hollywood major studios for their in-house-made films.

•  When TV began siphoning audiences from cinema, Hollywood film distributors responded by 
making lavish films aimed at pulling adults away from cheap game shows on TV. However, cater-
ing to the youth audience proved to be cinema’s economic salvation, because the youth demo-
graphic is oriented to out-of-home entertainment.

•  The modern movie rating system dates to 1969, when Hollywood began churning out more edgy 
films and retreating from the middle-of-the-road fare that previously was a result of a self-cen-
sorship policy.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss how sex, illegal drug use, cigarette smoking, and violence might impact film ratings 
on the CARA five-point scale (G, PG, PG-13, R, and NC-17). Also discuss how graphic, realistic 
violence might get more restrictive ratings than sanitized, cartoonish depictions.

+  Discuss why film distributors hold the upper hand in negotiations to book films in theaters.
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9. Exhibition

•  Movie theaters—which are referred to as “exhibition”—are to the film industry what grocery 
stores are to the food industry and gas stations are to the petroleum industry. They are retail-
ers and the point where consumers and product meet. Theater screens are like shelf space in a 
store—and are highly coveted by film distributors.

•  Admissions, which means tickets sold or unit sales, spiraled down from the end of World War 
II to the 1970s, as the growth of TV siphoned audiences. Since the 1970s, however, admissions 
climbed from 1.1 billion a year to the 1.3–1.4 billion range today. A peak occurred during the years 
2002–4, when admission hovered around 1.5 billion annually.

•  A long-term trend in domestic (U.S./Canada) exhibition is to fewer theater locations but each 
with more screens on average. Theaters are multiplexes (six to thirteen screens) or megaplexes 
(fourteen screens or more), although theaters with one to five screens still survive.

•  Megaplexes that date to 1995 in the United States changed industry economics, because they 
draw from such a wide geographic area. The result is that they usually compete with numerous 
small theaters in the same region. This overlap of coverage area benefits distributors by giving 
them multiple ways to reach the audience in many areas.

•  Screen refers to an auditorium where a single film is projected. Theater refers to location, which 
may have more than one screen. A play date (sometimes called engagement) is a booking of a 
film at a theater; even if the movie is shown on multiple screens at the same location, it’s one play 
date. A release print is the bulky film reels of films that mechanical projectors use; the adoption 
of electronic digital projection eliminates the need for physical reels of film.

•  The films with widest release might play at 4,200 locations, or play dates, and on 8,500 screens.

•  The domestic market accounts for 27 percent of the world’s cinema screens and just 19 percent 
of tickets sold but 31 percent of global box-office revenue. Those figures indicate the domestic 
market has high average ticket prices, which lifts its box-office revenue in relation to the rest of 
the world.

•  Despite prognostications of gloom and doom for cinema, new theaters are being constructed and 
domestic screen count is creeping up.

•  Theaters mount various marketing programs to foster moviegoing (and high-profit food-and-
beverage sales), including selling gift cards (often adorned with art from upcoming movies), 
discounting early showings, and mounting minifestivals that screen older hits at reduced prices.

•  Experience shows that the most effective marketing tactic used by theaters is running trailers be-
fore films. Theaters typically place two to six trailers before each film, the last one usually having 
been selected by the distributor and attached to the film itself.

•  Most theaters resist booking movies that premiere simultaneous with or just before the video-
on-demand release, though distributors are moving such release windows closer to theatrical 
showings.

•  A fixture of the independent theater business is “calendar houses,” which book films for short 
runs, whether one run daily or a run of just one day. Because their schedules are such a patch-
work, theaters distribute to moviegoers calendar-like schedules with each day’s movies for an 
entire month. Their name is derived from that scheduling calendar.

•  Though city dwellers may think outdoor drive-in theaters are extinct, there were 606 outdoor 
screens in the United States in 2011.
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•  The modern era of exhibition dates to 1948, when a federal court ordered several studios to divest 
themselves of their theaters, which showed their movies, in an antitrust decision. Various laws 
also outlawed “block booking,” whereby distributors required theaters to take unwanted movies 
as a condition for getting desired films. It’s required that films be offered separately.

•  The multiplex (theaters with six screens or more) arrived in 1969, and the megaplex (fourteen or 
more screens) dates to 1995. The original megaplexes tended to have more screens, but theater 
circuits reduced size in later building after finding twenty or more screens proved uneconomic 
for most locations.

•  Canada was dominated by a duopoly of Cineplex Galaxy and Famous Players. In 2005, Cineplex 
Galaxy bought Famous Players, which then was owned by Paramount Pictures parent Viacom.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss the implications of megaplex theaters, which pull moviegoers from a wide radius, on 
booking films.

+  Discuss the various marketing efforts that theaters mount separately from distributor efforts, 
such as showing trailers.
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10. Major Studios

•  There are six major studios in Hollywood: Walt Disney Studios, Paramount Pictures, Sony 
Pictures (formerly Columbia Pictures), 20th Century Fox, Universal Pictures, and Warner Bros. 
They are the total membership of the MPAA, which is Hollywood’s best-known trade group.

•  MGM (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) used to be the seventh major but has retrenched due to finan-
cial woes. DreamWorks Animation is sizeable but hired Paramount Pictures (and then Fox) to 
handle its theatrical distribution.

•  The prime objective of studio films is to make a profit over their full slate of movies, since all 
studios are owned by publicly traded conglomerates. If the films win awards and attract critical 
acclaim, that’s fine too but the profit motive is supreme. Each year, the major studios make an 
assortment of films, some of which are conceived with artistic merit in mind.

•  The studios rely on their independent-style affiliates (Fox Searchlight, Sony Pictures, Screen 
Gems, et cetera) to make low- and moderate-budget films with artistic merit. However, in recent 
years, this trend is waning as studios downsize or unload these indie affiliates, such as Walt Dis-
ney Studios selling off Miramax to a private equity firm.

•  Each major studio spends about $600 million a year buying movie advertising—TV commercials, 
newspaper ads, and so forth—to launch its films in the domestic market. There is additional ex-
pense for overseas advertising, nonadvertising marketing such as film trailers, cost of duplicating 
film prints for theater projectors, and overhead costs such as expenses for marketing staff.

•  In the 1980s, major studios started hiring studio chiefs from TV and from film distribution (that 
is film sales to theaters and movie marketing), breaking from a tradition of elevating executives 
from film production/development or finance to the top spots. Studios went for personnel with 
these other job backgrounds, because of their experience in catering to consumers.

•  Also in the 1980s, major studios began hiring marketing executives from the advertising indus-
try without any movie experience, because of their expertise in managing TV advertising, which 
suddenly became very important to launch films. In doing so, studios passed over in-house 
candidates for the same jobs. The existing studio marketing executives were less knowledgeable 
about consumer research and did not have a background in using TV advertising.

•  A watershed in the modern history of major studios is their shift in the mid to late 1960s to more 
edgy and realistic films, which often delved into societal taboos such as drug use and extramari-
tal sex, after confining themselves previously to mostly upbeat movies suitable for the whole fam-
ily. Among these films is Warner Bros.’ violence orgy The Wild Bunch and Columbia Pictures’ 
counterculture road odyssey Easy Rider, both released in 1969.

•  The 1950s to the 1970s were particularly hard on the major studios. Not only had they been forced 
to separate from movie theaters, as a result of a 1948 antitrust court decision, but also the emerg-
ing TV industry was siphoning audiences away from cinemas. As economics improved, the 
studios became part of large media/entertainment conglomerates.

Discussion Topics

+  In the 1980s, why did the major studios begin hiring TV executives and film distribution execu-
tives for their top jobs instead of film development/production and finance executives?
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11. Independent Distributors

•  Every distribution company outside the six major studios is an “independent.”

•  Independent distributors tend to focus on niche films that are less expensive to make than major 
studio films and can be marketed more cheaply because of their narrow appeal to segments of the 
consumer market. Independent distributors often acquire distribution rights films financed by third 
parties, so they don’t have to expend their own scarce capital on every production they release.

•  Most independent films are unprofitable, but on the rare occasion when a moderate- or low-budget 
film in this class ignites, it can be a financial gusher. An example is the $30-million religious period 
drama The Passion of the Christ, which grossed $370 million in domestic cinemas alone.

•  Independent distributors collect film rentals (distributor share of box office) at 40–50 percent, 
which is around 10 percentage points lower than major studio films, because they lack the clout of 
ongoing studio release slates. Art houses can go to 35–40 percent rentals (meaning they keep 60–65 
percent of every dollar), because the distributor provides little or no consumer marketing, leaving 
that task to theaters.

•  Most indie films are marketed without the pricy national TV ad campaigns and extensive consum-
er research that major studio films receive. In most other respects, however, the mechanics of the 
marketing campaign are broadly the same.

•  Modest marketing budgets tend to emphasize publicity, which means coaxing media outlets to 
provide editorial coverage at no charge. If a movie is about dogs, then target canine clubs where dog 
owners gather. Publicity also includes film trailers placed online and in theaters.

•  Film festival screenings are also a good platform to ignite a consumer buzz, and fest organizers are 
particularly eager to book films that can be promoted as “premieres.” Festival screenings can serve 
as informal audience research screenings. Producers and directors can gauge audience response to 
the whole film and to various segments of it.

•  Even festival winners struggle to get distribution deals for general theatrical or home video release. 
Arty films that may wow critics typically fall flat with moviegoers, so film distributors pass on 
acquiring such films.

•  Documentaries, which are a staple of the independent sector, enjoyed a box-office boom in the 
United States from 2003 to 2008, when a string of them became artbuster hits: Fahrenheit 9/11, Su-
persize Me, and March of the Penguins. The rise of reality TV may have helped make cinema docu-
mentaries more palatable to audiences. Many were tied to pop culture or political views peppered 
with glitz, in what is a break from traditional scientific, wildlife, and social-issue subjects presented 
in subdued quasi-journalistic ways. Canadian audiences have shown more interest in cinema docu-
mentaries over the years.

•  Major studios piled into the indie film and distribution segment in the middle of the 1990s but then 
pulled back starting in 2005. Studios had autonomous units such as Miramax (formerly a part of 
Disney) and Fox Searchlight distribute medium- and low-budget films.

•  Since the advent of movies, various waves of independent filmmaking and distribution washed over 
the business. For example, in the 1950s to 1970s, a lively sector of gory and sexy youth-oriented films 
thrived with titles like Dragstrip Girl and White Trash on Moonshine Mountain. American Interna-
tional Pictures and Roger Corman’s New World were leaders in this segment.

•  In the 1970s, America was captivated by serious films from the indie sector that stressed realism 
and were aimed at sophisticated audiences, such as The Graduate, which launched Dustin Hoff-
man’s career.
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Discussion Topics

+  Discuss why indie film marketing tends to emphasize publicity.

+  What are the marketing benefits to indie films of film festival showings?
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12. Foreign-Language Films

•  A general benchmark of success for a foreign-language film in the U.S./Canada market is $1.5 
million in box office. A few films have achieved outsized cinema success, but they are exceptions.

•  Box office for foreign-language films is on the decline, because video-on-demand makes such 
films readily available via cable TV. In the analog media era, these films were hard to obtain.

•  Attempts to enlarge their audience via dubbing—replacing native voice tracks with substitute 
English-language dialog—has a spotty record. However, some filmmakers have a loyal though 
small following, such as Spanish director Pedro Almodovar.

•  Foreign-language films are hard to market: most media outlets aren’t eager to publicize, talent 
is usually unavailable for publicity work, and U.S./Canada distributors typically have limited 
marketing materials such as film clips, because the films were made overseas.

•  The biggest marketing hook is winning or being nominated for the Oscar for best foreign film, 
which influences moviegoers even more than film fest kudos. About sixty films a year are sub-
mitted for the Oscar foreign film category. A film organization in each country selects its entry, 
and it is only one film per country.

•  Typically, half of the sixty nominated films have no distribution deals for the United States and 
Canada when they are selected. Any of the five nominees without a distribution deal will quickly 
get offers.

•  Film festivals—particularly in the United States and Canada—are also big marketing platforms, 
and they embrace more foreign films than the Oscars do.

•  Looking back, European films were mainstays of the domestic box office until Europe’s isolation 
during World War I, and it can be argued they never fully recovered.

•  European films enjoyed a renaissance in the 1960s, when realistic and edgy films cracked the 
domestic market, but that wave petered out as Hollywood began emulating that style.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss why awards and film festival acclaim propel foreign-language films aimed at audiences 
with sophisticated tastes in the U.S./Canada cinema market.
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13. Prints and Advertising Funds

•  Prints and advertising (P&A) are marketing costs: they are the expense of making release prints 
for theaters and of advertising to support theatrical release. Many filmmakers lack the funds for 
a theatrical release.

•  A small number of funding organizations consider providing P&A funding to filmmakers, who 
use it as a bargaining chip to secure theatrical distribution deals, or to distributors seeking to 
lessen internal capital demands of their business. In other instances, high-net-worth individuals—
rich people—provide P&A funds, typically to films whose subject matter is of interest to them.

•  The big drawback of P&A funding is that such financiers insist on stepping to the front of the 
payback line, ahead of entities that funded production. In addition, P&A funders often seek 
recoupment beyond theatrical receipts into the video and TV revenue a film generates.

•  Hollywood’s majors distribute films with the earnings potential to merit P&A funding, but the 
majors find such financing is more expensive than alternative sources of capital available to them.

Discussion Topics

+  Discuss the drawback for banks and other early sources of film funding when a P&A fund insists 
on getting paid before all others.
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